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There is no world-wide shortage of advice about leadership, yet it remains 
no less difficult to do well.   
 
The core dilemma for leaders, seldom adequately addressed, is to decide not 
only when to take charge and make unpopular decisions, but how to do so 
without shutting off the exact energy and initiative needed from direct 
reports in difficult times.  In a complex, changing world, the old superior-
subordinate relationship must become more of a true partnership;  leaders 
have to depend on those below who are close to the problems, have 
specialized knowledge and bring fresh views to organizational problems.  
Few leaders argue that they can any longer do it all themselves, if ever they 
could.  But just as the boss isn’t always right, neither is the team. 
 
It isn’t hard to spell out general guidelines for when bosses should listen and 
teams should decide.  If a problem is challenging, requires multiple 
perspectives, there is no single expert – boss included -- and true 
commitment is needed from everyone for successful implementation, then a 
team decision by consensus is most appropriate.  When the boss has by far 
the most expertise, don’t ask, decide.  The challenge arises when the rules 
say that the team’s collective expertise should prevail, but the leader has 
difficult-to-articulate experience, intuition, or a values-based conviction that 
the team’s best arguments cannot shake.  Sometimes leaders know best. 
Everyone celebrates those stubborn leaders who withstand all scoffers and 
turn out to be right, (though the mistaken pig-headed ones are scorned). 
 
Shared heroic myths 
Followers as well as leaders carry heroic myths that make it all too easy for 
them to conclude that despite the leader’s protestations of desiring full 
engagement, it is the leader’s natural – even inevitable-- right to prevail.  
The problem with leader insistence when it isn’t clearly appropriate is 
twofold.  First, will followers fold their tents too soon and fail to push for 
what they think is right? “Let the boss call this one; that’s why managers are 
paid the big bucks.” “Why should I risk a career-limiting move when it’s not 
my job?”   
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Second is the curse of the strong: even if the leader turns out to be correct, it 
often induces employees to act more like subordinates than partners.  A 
strange passivity is reinforced about how leaders are ultimately responsible, 
cannot really be challenged, and have the right to get their way.  Loyal 
subordinates might give opinions when asked, and not lie, but hold back 
what they think will cross the boss, or subtly soften opinions to maintain the 
old order.  This keeps the leader from needed diversity of views, subtle 
information about key issues, or enthusiastic commitment to organizational 
goals.  Despite the importance and attractions of true partnership, many are 
ambivalent about accepting its obligations. 
 
It required a whole book to show the way out of this universal dilemma, but 
at the minimum, the old, heroic assumptions must be brought into clear 
relief, and a new mind-set created in which both leaders and followers 
redefine the respective roles into a partnership where the leader is free to 
express views powerfully, knowing members will not collapse, and members 
feel obligated to be equally powerful in pushing for what is best for overall 
success.  Until that happens, everyone can continue to let the words of 
leadership wisdom pour forth, even mouth them in mantras about teams, 
participation and empowerment, but stay stuck in the same dilemma.  
 
 


